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Challenge

“How likely are you to continue using our company’s services?”
Knowing it costs 6-7 times more to acquire a new customer than
retain an existing one (Bain & Company), the company focused
its attention to saving high value, high risk customers to reduce
their costs. Following an in-store purchase or a call for support, the
company surveys customers on their experience. Those identified
as having a poor experience were automatically identified through
the ResponseTek Listening Platform as high risk customers. The
company found that 8% of their surveyed customers were high risk,
and decided to deploy a marketing initiative driven by their Loyalty
& Retention team.

Solution

The marketing campaign targeted high risk, high value customers
that were 3 months from contract expiry. The service recovery goal
was to deliver an experience that went beyond the customer’s
expectations, thus improving their loyalty. Using the customer’s
recent purchase history, offers were personalized (i.e. bill credits,
product offerings, service fee discounts etc.) to ensure they would
be meaningful. The company already had a closed loop feedback
process in place where they called dissatisfied customers to try to
resolve their issue. In this case, they used the callback to offer the
selected incentive for the customer to stay.

Results

The marketing campaign proved to be a success, and resulted in
the following:
• 15% of callbacks made were offered a personalized incentive
• 99% of at-risk customers that were made an offer, accepted
the offer
• 42% of those that accepted the offer were retained as customers

Key Results
7,200 at-risk customers
identified
15% of at-risk
customers offered
incentive
42% of incentivized
customers renew

Company spotlight
$300M in annual
revenue
1 million customers
2,000 employees
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